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Abshsct Lineardvnamicerrors-in-~ariables~~rfaUor~moddsintheframework

of stationary proceareo arc wnsidercd The noise pronss is a~rumedto havc a
diagonal srwl~aldensity. Weanaka the relation betwcen thc (population)socund
momentsofthe observakonsandthesystemandnoisecharact&ti(S; ofp.&&
interest are the number of equations (or the number of factors) and a dwription
of the set of all systems mmGtible with thssecandmo-ts
i f the observations
In this paper emphasis is put on the case which oo be reduced to a single
factor. Tbe problems mnsidered arise in the context of identification and noise
-.
modeling.
Bey w&

Identifiicatio&"Erromin-v&bIes, Linear systrms

In the identification of linear systemsthe"mainstmd"'pproach to noisemodeling
is to add all noise to the outputs (assuming orthogonality)or to theequations (which
is the same for our analysis). In ewnometrics these models are named errors-inequation models. Here we are concerned with the case where in principle all
variables, is., inputs as well as outputs, may be contaminated by noise. Such models
are called errors-in-vmiables @V) or latent variables models, or using a slightly
different but equivalent formulation factor models. They have been analyzed and
used in econometrics, psychometrics, statistics, and system engineering (see, e.g.,
CADI], [ADZ], DL], P A U , PW,[GI, and Wl).
EV modeling is appropriate for instance:
(i) If we are interested in the true system generating the data (rather than in
prediction or in encodingthe data by system parameters) and we cannot be
sure a prion that the obsecvtd inputs are not wrmpted by noise,
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(ii) If we want to approximate a high-dimensional data vector by a relatively
small number of factors.
(iii) If we have insufficient a priori information about the number of independent
equations in the system or about the classification of the variables into inputs
and outputs; then we have to perform a more symmetric system modeling,
which in turn demands a more symmetric noise model.
The system considered is of the form
w(z)2: = 0,

(1.1)

where 2, is the n-dimensional vector of latent (i.e, in general unobserved) variables,
z is used for the backward-shift on Z (i.e, z(2J t E = (2,-, 1t Z)) as well as for a
complex variable and
m

C

w(z) =

y f WX".

yzj,

(1.2)

,=-m

m).

We call w(z) the relationfwlction of the exact relation (1.1) (compare
Clearly,
systems of the form (1.1) are symmetric in the sense that we need no a priori
classiiication of the variables i,into inputs and outputs and no a priori information
about causality directions: without loss of generality we assume that m In holds
(usually, m in) and that w(z) contains no linearly dependent rows; in general, m is
not known a priori.
The observed variables are of the form
z, = 2:
where u, is the noise vector.
Throughout the paper we assume:

+ u:,

(1.3)

(i) (z,), (i,), and (y) respectively are (wide sense) stationary processes (with
real-valued components and) with spectral densities Z,2, and D, respectively.
(In addition limits of random variables are understood in the sense of mean
square convergence.)
(ii) E2, = E y = 0 for all t.
(i) E2,u; = 0 for all t and s.
(iv) D is diagonal.
For a discussion of assumption (iv), see, e.g., @A11 and @
In our analysis,
I].unless
the contrary is stated explicitly, the frequency R is kept fixed (i.e., we study (1.1) with
z = exp iR). (We comment further on this assumption below.) In this sense X,2, and
D are considered as (constant) Hermitian matrices rather than as spectral densities
From (1.3) we have

z=~+D.

(1.4)

Clearly, (1.4) may also be interpreted as coming from a (static) relation between
Cn-valued random variables z, 2, and u of the form

. WeCmx"X:

z=2+u,

W2=0,

z = EZZ*,

e =E ~ P ,

where * denotes the conjugate transpose.

D = EUU*,

(1.5)
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In this paper we analyze the relationbetweenthe second moments of the observations ): and the system and noise characteristics w(z) andD. Such an analysis is a
necessary first step for an analysis of the properties of estimation and inference
procedures. The main problems are (compare pA21):
(a) Find the maximum number, say m*, of (linearly independent) rows of w(z)
among the set of all w(z) compatible with given X. Sometimes we also use the
symbol rnc(Z) for m* if we want to make the dependence of Z explicit.
(b) Give a description of the set of all (w(z),D) compatible with given Z; in
addition describe the subsets corresponding to diierent numbers of linear
relations m
(c) Describe the set of all Z correspondimg to a given m*,n r m* 2 1.
Thus the problems we consider are (a) to find the (maximum) number of equations
consistent with a given Z, (b) to describe the set of aJl observationally equivalent
(based on second moments only) signal and noise characteristics, and (c) to describe
the set of spectral densities corresponding to a given m*.
There is no general solution available for these probtems up to now. In this paper
the main emphasis is on the CIX of general n and m* = n - 1, i.e., on the case which
can bemodeled by a single factor. (Forthe "opposite"case, namely the one equation
case, i.e., m* = 1, see N).
For the static case. where 2. and ir.are (real)
, , white-noise urocesses land thus ZlAl
~,
and 2(i) are constant with real entries) and where w(z) is cinstant wik real entries,
this problem has a long history, beginning with the work of Charles Spearman, see,
e.g, [SI, CAR], and [BL]. For the dynamic case see [GI and [EW].The dynamic
cases n = 2 and n = 3 have been treated in detail in [A611 and [ADZ].
Let us now comment on the assumption that the frequency A is kept fixed There
are practical problems where this is a natural assumption, and others where the
assumption must be seen in a wider context. In sonar array processing see, e.g,
N,an array of n sensors is assumed to provide outputs at a bed frequency L The
noise is often modeled as independent noise on each sensor, and if there is a single
(noncoherent) transmitter (the detection of which is of interest), then the signal
component of the array output has a covariance of rank 1. (Quite often, but not
always, the hermitian dyadic expansion of this covariance is structured, i.e., it is not
arbitrary, which means that additional information to that assumed here is available.) It may be that the signal processing system in use looks over a number of
frequencies, and the received signal may be wideband (though otherwise without a
dynamical structure). However, the narrowband case is common
As a second example, we can consider a physical (mechanical) system subject to
a periodic vibration (perhaps due to a motor). A number of sensors are located at
different places in the system to measure the vibration response, and the spectrum
at each sensor is narrowband, i.e., approximatelya single spectral line. When there
is a single vibration Source we would expect 5 (associated with the vibration) to be
of rank 1, and D (the measurement noise covariance associated with the vibration
sensors) to be diagonal.
More generally, a true dynamical system, or collection of systems, giving rise to
the data can be considered. Then our methods do no more than identify what is
happening at discrete frequencies (which is what happens in normal, nonpara-

.
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metric spectral estimation). There is no dynamical order estimation (indeed no assumption of finite order); there is no attempt to deduce what is happening at
frequency Lo, using measurements at frequencies A,, A,, A,, .... If a finite-order
model is desired, there would have to be further steps of model building after
determination of transfer function values at A,, A,,
(and such transfer function
values are only obtainablein special cases, as discussed later). ActuaUy, in this paper
we are more concerned with identifying a test for the possibility that there is one
"causative agentw(apart from measurement noise) for the observations (equivalent
to rank 5 = 1) than we are with "identification" in the sense that this term is
commonly used by engineers, namely determining the values of parameters in a
model whose structure is assumed apriori,as opposed to determiningthat structure.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we are wncemed with problem
(b) above, without giving a complete answer. Thereby no restriction on m* is
imposed. In Sections 3 and 4 we give a rather complete analysis of the case
rn* = n - 1: we characterize the spectral densities 2 corresponding to rn* = n - 1
and we give a complete answer to (b)for this case.
Throughout we use the following notation: ifA denotes amatrix, rk(A) and ker(A)
denoteits rank and its kernel, respectively; by dim, and dm, respectively we denote
real and complex dimension.

...

2. The Solution Set--Some Defdtions and General Properties

Clearly, relation (1.1)implies
If 5 were known and if we want to explain by the system as much as possible (in
the sense that, for given % m is chosen as large as possible) and if we have no
additional a priori information, then, by (2.1), the rows of w are defined by the
requirement that they form an arbitrary basis of the left kernel of 2; thus w is unique
up to basis change.
Clearly, in general only Z is known and thus (1.4) is the starting point of our
analysis. Remember that Z, 2, and D are nonnegative defkite and that 2 is singular
and D is diagonal. We formalize this as follows.
Definition

2 and D are called feasible for given X if
OIX-DSX

holds, where Z - D = f is singular and D is diagonal.

.

2 0 a feasible decomoosition 11.4) exists and
As can be easilv shown. for everv X to every feasible decomposition EV representation exists. To avoid having to wnsider a number of special cases we assume, unless the contrary is stated explicitly, that

(v) 2 > 0,
(vi) uv"LO,i,j=l,...,n,and
(vii) it, # 0, i, j = 1,. ,.,n, where

>

,
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(As a general rule, if, e.g., 2 is a matrix, its i,j-entry is denoted by the corresponding
lowercase symbol a&)
Definition For given Z, a vector R E Enis called a solutwn if there exists a feasible
2 satisfying
22 = 0.
(2.4)
Definition. The set of all solutions corresponding to a given Z is called the solution
set.z.(ofX)and nd denotes the set of all feasible matrices D corresponding to Z.
~ m c e is
x the union of linear spaces of dimension greater than zero, we may find
a normalization useful. In most parts of the paper, the first component of %, 2, is
normalized to one. This leads to:
Definition. The (normalized)solution set L is given by
L = {x E En-lI(1, x) EZ).

Some particular members of L play a major role in what follows.
Definition Let

Then siis termed the jth elementary solution
Remark 21. To justify this nomenclat&e, 0 b S e ~ that
e
for some diagonal Di and this defines s, as the solution (with first component
normalized to one) corresponding to the jth elementary regression, i.e., to the case
where all components of z,, except for thejth, are assumed to be free of noise. Note
that
Dj = diag(0, ...,0, dy, 0,. ..,0),
(2.7)
where df = G1.

Remark'2.2. Since the first elementary solution s, always exists, no matrix I: is
excluded by the normalization 2, = 1, i.e., every matrix X has a nonempty normalized solution set. However, there exist X and associated decampositions where the
kernel of 2 may be orthogonal to (1,0, ...,0) and in this sense the normalization
may be a restriction of generality. Thissituationcannot ?cur inthe case m* = n - 1
since (vi) implies that every row of the corresponding I: (which has rank 1)can be
expressed asa linear combination of every other row.
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Remark 2.3. Clearly, elementary solutions can also be defined for singular matrim
C. In general, they correspond to the projection of the jth component of z in (1.5)
on the space spanned by all other components. For the following see also @A21.
Now let us state some useful lemmas.
Lemma 21. Let C 2 0 (which is a relaxation of assumption (v)). If the nth row of
C, u,, say, is linearly independent of the other rows ul, , un_, of C, then the nth
elementary regression yields a noise covariance matrix D of the form

...

where d z > 0 and where rk(C - D,) = r k Q - 1 holds. If u,, is linearly dependent
on the other rows, then the noise covariance matrix of the nth elementary regression
is zero.
Proof. The proof is straightforward and involves projecting the nth component of
z, see (IS), on the linear space spanned by the other c6mponents of z.
rn
Lemma 2.2. Let D = diag{d,) be feasible and let d!? correspond to the ith elementary regression Then

0 s d,, Id$).

(2.9)

If d j > Ofbr some j # i, then the second inequality in (2.9)is strict.
Proof. Without loss of generality, take i = 1; let D = A + B where A =
diag{dll, 0, ...,0 ) and B = diag{O, d,,, ...,9).
First note that if it were true
that dl, > d!?, the matrix X - A would not be n o ~ e g a t i v edebite. To see this
consider

where f, and f, depend only on X and where

f10
= det

[.. ur],O
...
..

G2

"'

0""

holds. Thus d e t p -A) is zero if d l , = d$y; the form of (2.10) then shows that
det@ - A) is zero only if d l , = d!:', and then it is negative for dl, > dl:'.
NowZ-D=C-'A-B=C>OimpliesB+C=C-A>Owhichwouldbe
contradicted if d l , > dl:).
To prove the second section of the lemma, perform the jth elementary regression
for (Z - D,), where Df is the noise matrix corresponding to the ith elementary
regression; since aU elements of si are unequal to zero by (vii) and (2.3, and
si(Z - Di) = 0, the jth row of X - D, is linearly dependent on the other rows of
(C - Di). Hence, by Lemma 2.1, any diagonal matrix A for which 0 s A I;C - Di
has A = 0. Equivalently, the last statement of the lemma is proved.

B.D. 0.And-n
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For fuced X, the relation between Z and 9 is given by

ZX = ZD,

ZEZ,

DEE.

(2.11)

In order to investigate the solution set further, let us connect two points,-x,y E Z,
by the complex tine

ax + ( 1 - a)y,

a E @.

(2.12)

We now wish to consider the question: for what values of a is it true that
ax + (1 - a)y E The results obtained in Lemma 2.3 below are valid for general
mcp),of course under assumptions (i)-(vii), ahd apply when x and y coincide with
elementary solutions. In general, we need to start &om the equation

x?

.>

.

where x, y E 5 xi = y, = 1, and D, and.D, correspond to x and y, respectively; D
is diagonai and the unknown variable in (213). Clearly, m (1 - a ) y ?.~ if and
only if there is a D satisfying (213), D 2 0, and Z - D 2 0.
Of course, the set ax + (1 - a)y for a E 6:is a plane in 88- = Cn,In the following
lemma we identify particular line segments or other curves i n this plane.

+

emm ma

+

23. With notation as above, consider the set as, (1 - u)sj,with sk and sj
the kth and jth elementary solution.

(i) If s,,/s, r 0, then cis, + (1 - a)si is a solution $and only fi a E [0, 11, i.e., the
solutions are precisely the line segment connecting sk and si.
(ii) I f sjk/s, < 0, then usk + (1 - a)sj is a solution if and only if a E (-m, 0 ] u
[I, m),i.e., the solutions are precisely the part of the line connecting sk and sj
which lies outside the segment joining the points.
(iii) If sjk/s, is not real, then ccs, + (1 - a)sj is asolution if and only if
arg(a-' - 1) = arg s, - arg s,,

(2.14)

which implies that a lies on an arc of a circle.
In case k = 1, sI1/sW > 0 and case (i) applies.

Proof. (i) a E [0,1]. To help fix ideas, let us first consider the case x = s,, y = $,
j > 1, D, = Dl, and D, = Dj, i.e., we investigate the real plane given by the first and
the jth elementary solution. Then the h t element in the second equation in (2.13)
is of the form
and the jth element gives

( m l j -k (1 - a)su)d, = (1 - a)sjjdf,
'which gives

17
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By Lemma2.2,df 2 dd 2 Omust hold for every feasibleD. Also note that s , .s;' >
0;thus (2.15) and (2.16) imply a E [0, 11.
Now we show that for every a E [0, 11 we can find a diagonal D 2 0 with
Z - D 2 0 satisfying (2.13). Put
d,, = 0

for

i # 1, i

+j.

(2.17)

Then such a prescription for D satisfies (2.13) and D 2 0 for every a E [O,l]. In order
to show that a D given by (215)-(2.17) is feasible for every a E [0,1], it remains to
show that Z - D 2 0 holds. Note that, for the jth elementary regression, df is the
unique solution of the equation
det@ - diag(0,

...,d,,, 0,. ..,0)) = 0

(21%)

in the variable d# E R.-This is a direct consequence of the fact that (2.18) is a linear
equation with a positive coefficient for (u= - djj) (compare (210)). Now performing
the jth elementary regression for E - aDl, a E (0, I), we see that the corresponding
noise covariance matrix is diag{O, ...,d,,, 0,. ,0) with d,, given by (2.16) and thus
Z-D=@-aD,)-diag{O
,..., d,,,O ,...,0}20.
(ii) and (iii) We 61st exhibit the condition which a must satlsfy. We proceed in an
analogous way as before in the case x = sk,y = s, k, j # 1;k # j. Then from (2.13)
we obtain

..

+

askkd# = (as,
(1 - a)~,~)d,
(219)
for the kth equation and an analogous term for the jth equation S i d# 2 d,
(2.19) implies

which, for negative sjk/s,, implies a E (-m,0] u [I, m) and, for not real sjk/s,, is
equivalent to (214).
We now argue the necessity of the conditions in (ii) and (iii). We follow the
argument as for case (i), identifying d, via (2.19) and d,, similarly, with d, = 0 for
i # j, i # k. With minor adjustment to the argument for case (i), we can show that
E - D 2 0 holds.
Remark 2.4. It is easily verified that the three conditions in the lemma are all
consistent with (2.14k i.e, if sJXPLL
> 0 or sjk/skk< 0, then (2.14) implies a 6 [0, 11or
a E (-m, 0] u [I, a),respect~vely.

Remark 25. We can actually also obtain a small result for the case when x = s,
and y E F nZ where

For every y E F nZ, there exists a corresponding feasible D, with dl, = 0. The fust
element in the second equation of (2.13) yields dl, =ad!?, and so we see it is
necessary (but now not sufficient) that a E [0, 11.

B. D. 0.Anderson and M. Deistler
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3. The Spectral Densities of the Observations for the Single Factor Case

In this and in the next section we give a complete analysis of the case m* = n - 1,
i.e., the case which can be described by one singlefactor We give a characterization
of X in this case, a description of the set of all X corresponding to m* = n - 1, and
finallya description of the solution set (for given X,also in terms of differentcoranks
and not just m = n - 1). Part of the results have been available for the static case
for a long time (see, e.g., VL]).For the dynamic n = 3 case see [ADZ]. The next
theorem gives a characterization of the case m* = n - 1.
Theorem 3.1. For n > 3 the following statements are equivalent:
(a) m c p ) = n - I, 2, D feasible.
@) There exists a diagonal unitary matrix U such that U*I:U = (re), i, j = 1,
n, is real with all enhies re positive and satisfying

z,. rj, - z , . zjk =O,
z,. zJl - .r,. q r > 0,

...,

i, j, k, 1all different,
i,j, k all different.

(3.1)
.
(3.2)
(c) There exists o diagonal unitary matrix Usuch that U*C-'U = (tJ, i,j = 1,. .,
n, isreal with all off-diagonal elements negative and satisfying

.. .

.

t*. tjl - tll'tjk = 0,

f, j, k, 1 all

different.

(3.3)

Proof. (ajimplies(b). since thereis afeasible 2 with rankequal to one, we can write
In addition, for U = diag{eiaUAJ},
where arg 4 denotes the phase of the jth entry
of L,2 = U*Lhas all elements positive (Note: since I:has all entries nomro, so has
L)Thus all entries in
are positive. Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are straightforward
(b) implies (a). Consider the matrix T = {re} = U*XU; then we can find a
decomposition T = f + F d e h e d by te = re, for i # j, and by

t i= z r j J 1 ,

i, j,

k, all different.

Then as can be easily checked from (3.1), ti;is independent ofj, k and all minors of
'f of order 2 are equal to zero and thus 'f has rank I. Clearly, % > 0 since rU>0,
i, j = I,. ,% and thus T 2 0. Furthermore, 2 0 holds by (3.2) and thus T and
and UFU* are feasible
Fare feasible for T, which immediately implies that U*
for Z
(b) implies (c). Assume the decomposition (3.4). Suppose temporarily that D > 0
holds. It is easy to check that (3.4) implies

..

where p is a vector with all positive entries. It is immediate that all off-diagonal
entries of(U*XU)-' are negative.
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+

Now suppose D 2 0. Since Z is nonsingular, the entires of (U*(C aU)-',
e 2 0, depend wntinuously on & For all E z 0 the offdiagonal elements are negative; hence in the limit for e + 0 they are nonpositive and thus by assumption (vii)
negative also.
Equation (3.3) directly follows from (3.4).
where 'f is defined by
(c) implies @). Let T = (t") = U*Z-'U and T 'f +
fg = tij,i # j, and

-

A

fa. i,

i, j, k, all different.
t*
Again it is easy to see, using (3.3), that fii is independent ofj, k and that f has rank
1. Furthermore, since all tij, i # j, are negative, 'f consists of negative elements only
and thus can be written as
ti =

.

T = -PP:

@ e R:

(i.a,

> 0),

%enisdiagonal with strictlypositive diagonal elements. From (3.5) we thenobtain

which implies (b).
Remark 3.1. Note that, form* = n - 1,
x(Z

- D) = 0

if and only if xUU*(E - D)U = 0

(with U defined as above). Hence, for every complex problem, x, U gives a one-toone relation to a solution with a real X. Note that in general the entries of x, U will
be complex.
Remark 3.2 If we drop assumptions (vi) and (vii), then it can he argued that
Theorem 3.1 remains true if we replace (b) by:
(b*) There exists a diagonal unitary matrix U such that U*Z.U = (76), i, j = I,
...,n, is real with all entries zii no~egativeand satisfying (3.1), (3.2) and
i # j, for at least one pair (6 j).

ru > 0,
and (c) by:

(c*) Either (c) holds, or there exists a diagonal unitary matrix U such that
U*Z-'U = (tij), i,j = 1,. .,n, is real with all off-diagonalentries in one row
and column negative, a i d all other off-diagonalentries zero.

.

Remark 3.3. Several observations can easily be made wnceming the set Z.,-, of
all I: (satisfying our assumptions) with mc(Z) = n - 1. Consider the mapping i
defined by i(d, D) = U* D, where A E Cnand D 5 0, diagonal. If we impose the
additional normalization assumption A, > 0, it is easily seen from the condition
that all 2 x 2 minors of 2 are zero, that, for n 2 3 (and imposing (vi)), 2 and D are
uniquely determined from Z., and that i and i-' are continuous. Thus En-, is a subset

+
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of real dimension 3n - 1of the set of all X > 0, which is of real dimension n2 and
i-' provides a useful parametrization for En:,_,.
In particular, we see that, for n 2 3,
the single-factor case is highly nongeneric for the spectral densities of the observations.

4 The Solution Set for the Single-Factor Case
In this section we give a complete description of the set of all solutions corresponding to a given Z with mc(Z) = n - 1. We also provide a characterization of
solutions corresponding to different m.
We need some further notation.
Definition. L, denotes the set of x E L for which there exists a feasible 2 with
(l,x)e=~anddi,kerE=m

..

DeGoitioa For z = (z,, z,
.,2,) E C", the projection n is defined by n(z) =
(z,, ...,z,) E Cn-l and n(M) = {n(x)lx E M )for a set M c C".
In the following theorem we are concerned with characterizing, for the ease

mcp)= n - 1, not just those solutions correspondingto feasible 2 of corank n - 1

..

but also those corresponding to feasible X of corank n - 2, n - 3,. ,l. Among the
conclnsions of the theorem, one that stands out is that the solution set La-,
associated with feasible 2 of rank 1includes the solution set associated with feasible
2 of all ranks between 2 and n - 2, and has a nonempty intersection with the
solution set L, associated with feasible2 of rank n - 1, which is in general a strict
subset of both L1and L,-,.

Theorem 41. Let n 2 3 and m(X) = n - 1. Then:

(a) There is a unique feasible D, D* = diag{dg) say, given by
0%' uji

d$ = uii - -, i, j, k all dgment,
%
such that X - D* has rank equal to one; in this case
L,-, = n(ker(X - D*) n {x E CnIxl = 1))
:

and
dim,(L,-,)

=n -2

hold.
(b) Let..:
xj = a*sl

+ (1 - a*)s,,

j'= 2,...,n,

where
-1

1, i, j all diflerent,
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and a* is independent of i and j. Then all entries of xj not in positions 1 and j
m e equal to zero and

(c)

For euery m such that 1 < m < n - 1, L, is a nonempty subset of L,-,,
additionally satisfying L, c L,,,. In partieulm,
,Lm= r

6,1:
fixj

fi = 1, az m s t rn bj me nonzerol.

(4.7)

The set of diagonal noise matrices D in decompositions X = 5 + D, where
dm, k e r e - D) = in, is given by D = D* - 6,where 0 I; fi I; D* and 5 has
precisely (in + 1)zero entries, including the first. Moreover, ker@ - D) is fully
determined by these (m+ 1) entries, and is otherwise independent of b.
(d) L, can be written as Ll= L,,, u L,,, u L,,,, where

L1.0 = 4 x 2 , 2 3 ,
and

...,x"},

(4.9)

1)

"

~2 f i = 1 , & > 1 f 0 r s o m e k > 2 a n d ~ 1 ; 0 f o r j # l , j # k

(4.10)

which can be reexpressed as
m

+ (1 - a) j=2
C f i s j l ~E LO, a*),

proof. (a) The first part of (a) directly follows from the fact that an 2 x 2 minors
of @, - D*) have to be zero and from assumption (vi) (set out below (2.2)), which
together imply that D* is uniquely determined. In order to show (4.3) note that the
intersection between k e r e - D*) and {x E CnIxl = 1) is always nonempty Since
2 - D* has rank equal to one and (vi) holds, it is always possible to express the
first row of 2: - D* as a linear combination of the others. There are (n - 1) linearly
independent vectors y, say with first entry 1 in k e r p - D*). The set of linear
combinations
P,yi fonns an (n - 1)-dimensional space, but the constraint
Pi= 1reduces dimc(L,-,) to n - 2.

::C

:;C
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(b) Consider the equation system
mlD1 + (1 - a)sjDj= (as1

+ (1 - u)sj)D

(4.11)

(with slZ = slDl, sjZ = sjDj). From Section 2 we know that, for every a E [O, 11,
x = as, (1- a)sj is a solutioa
Let U = diag(uj)in statement(c) of Theorem 3.1. Thesfor 1, i, andjalldifferent,

+

Using (3.3), it is trivial to show that the value of sl,/sjt for 1, i, and j all dierent is
independent of i and j.
Henceifweputa* = (1 - sl,.sjl)-',thenai E (0, 1).Furthermore,ifk # 1,k # j,

+

(xj)),= aa*s,, (1 - af)sjk

-

.--

1
u1t1,u:
1 - tlltjlltjitll t l l

tlitjlltjitll .LlltlXU:
1- tlitjlltjitll tlltjl~:

=0

(4.12)

on using (3.3). Now d e h e D = D^ in (4.11) by
(111 - afd(')
11,

(1.u. = (1

+ a(l-

a)-'slj.sjl)-'df

(4.13)

(see (2.15) and (2.16)) and, for i # 1,j, define

We assert that D^ = D*, as defined in (4.1). To see this, note that, because all entries
of xj other than'the first and jth are zero, the 2 x 2 minors of X - D^ formed from
rows 1and j are all zero. The onIy way this can hold is if
= df, and Ji, = dj,
as in (4.1). Also, for i # 1,j, the definition of (4.14) coincides with (4.1).
Hence we see that xj E ker@ - Df) for j = 5...,n and, by (4.2) and (4.3), the xj
generate L.-,.
(c) F i t we show that if D is a feasible matrix with dimc ker@ - D) = m, 1 <
m < n - 1,thenDmustbeofthefom

all

where 6 is a nonnegative diagonal matrix.
This conciusion follows from the fact that, for every feasible D, all 2 x 2 principal
minors of X - D are nonnegative. On the other hand, all 2 x 2 principal minors of
Z - D* are zero. Hence (aji - dii)(ai,- di,) 2 (u~,- dz)(aji - d,,*)for all i # j. Then
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it is impossible to have d z < dii and d; < dj, i.e., D* wuld have at most one element
smaller than the corresponding element in D. Moreover, if there was such a strictly
smaller element in D*, then all other elements in D* would be strictly larger than
the corresponding elements in D. Suppose, without loss of generality, d; > d, for
all i > 1. Now the last (n - 1) rows and columns of C - D* necessarily form a
nonnegative definte matrix. Hence the last (n - 1) rows and columns of C - D
will form a positive defmite matrix, i.e., dimc ker@ - D) = 1. Hence D with
dimc ker@ - D) = m, 1 < m < n - 1, must be of the fonn (4.15) with 5 2 0.
Now we show that the 5 associated with D when dmc ker(C - D) = m has
precisely (m 1)zero diagonal entries. Recall also that ker@ - D) must contain a
vector with 1as the first entry. Now 0 h s e ~ that
e for two matrices A 2 0 and B 5.0
we have

+

ker(A

+ B) = ker A n ker B

and so
ker(2: - D) = ker[(X - D*) + 51= ker@ - D*) nker 5.
We have shown that k e r p - D*) is spanned by the n - 1 vectors xj de6ned in (4.4),
and x, has zero entries in positions other than 1and j.
In order that t h v be any vector in ker(X - D) with 1as the first entry, the first
hagonal entry of 5 must evidently he zero. Suppose also that the diagonal entries
j r , j,,
.,j, for 1 <j , <j, - - - <j, < n are zero; then ker is evidently spanned by
the unit vector with 1 in the first entry and xi,, xi,, .,xw Hence ker(C - D) will
he spanned by x,,, x,,, ..., xp. In order that the kernel of T.- D have dimension
m, it is necessary that a = m, i.e., that d have precisely (m + 1) zero diagonal entries,
including the first
Now we show that ker@ - D) is fully determined by the zero diagonal entries
of any awith 0 < 5 s D*. Thus suppose that 6 satislies 0 I d ID*, and
$mc ker(D) = m 1,with
= 0. _Then we certainly have a dewmposition C =
X+D, withO<D=D*-D,Or:X<C,
and k e r X = m Thus we haveacomplete characterization of all feasible D yieIding dim, ker(Z - D) = m
As noted above, if the diagonal entries j,, .. ,j, of 5 are zero (as well as a,,),
then ker@ - D) is spanned by x,,, xi,,
x,,. Conclusion (c) and the nesting
property are now immediate.
(d) Consider the equation system

..

..

+

all

...,

.

+

Notice that any normalized solution x will be expressible as us, (1 - u ) ~ ; Pjxj
= ~
with C", = 1, since s,, x,, .,x,, are linearly independent, and the first wmponent
of the weighted sum is 1. (On the other hand, not every x of this form has to he a
solution, of course.)

..
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The first entry of the second equation in (4.16) gives

- dfl) = (d,, - d:),

(4.17)

and the remaining equations give

~here(x~)~denotes
thejth component ofx? From Lemma 2, we know that dl\' > d,:
and d!? 2 dl,. It follows that a < 1.
We next consider separately the case a E (O,1], a = 0, and a < 0. For the case
a r 0, from (4.17) we have dl, r dl,. Thus by the same argument as in the k t
paragraph of the proof of (c) we see that if a :
,0 gives a solution, then it can only
correspond to m = 1. Furthermore, dl, > d:, implies dJ < d j for all j r 1 and as
can be easily checked sIj.(xj);' > 0 holds. Thus (4.18) implies 2 0 for a E (0,l).
Since
= 1,evidently, 8 E [0, I].
Next we have to show that, for every a E (0, I], & E [0, I],
Bj = 1,the element
axl + (1 - a)[x%x,] is actually a solution. Observe from (4.16) that, with d, as
defined in (4.17) and (4.18),

C;&

..

..

Also 0 5 Z - diag(d:,, d:=, , ,G)
c Z - diag(0, d,,, .,k )since (4.18) yields
dJ < d$. So m, (1 - a)E;=,&x, is the first elementary regression for Z diag(0, d,,, ...,dm)and Z - D is nonnegative. This shows the solution property for

+

L1.w

Now, we 'consider the case a = 0. Then dl, = d,: from (4.17); furthermore,
dJ = d j from (4.18), provided pj # 0. To understand the possibilities when one or
more 4 = 0, return to (4.16), which says (with a = 0)

If pj = 0, then this equation constitutes no constraint on dii. The argument in the
proof of (c) just after (4.15) shows, identifying i = 1, that dJ % d j , independent of
whether pj = 0. This means that D = D* - 5 for some nonnegative 6.In order that
this D does not result in dimc k e r p - D) = m > 1, it follows, as ar@ed in the proof
of (c), that 5 can have only two zero entries, including the first, i.e., dl, = d,: and
dZ = d,* for only onej # 1, i.e, only one & can be nomro. Hence if a = 0 and L,,,
is nonempty, it could only consist of the points x,, x,, ...,x,, obtained by setting
a = 0 and all but onepj = Oin the descriptionas, (I - a)& 4xj, withC;& = 1.
We still need to verify dough that the associated D ensures dim ker@ - D) = 1.
This, however, follows by the following variant of the argument of (c). Recall that

+

if~=D*-ii,with6r0,~>0,den
ker@ - D) =.ker(Z - D*) nker 6.
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We have shown that ker (T. - D*)is spanned by x,, j =2,...,n, and ker is spanned
by the unit vector el and xi, where j is such that dii = 0. Hence d u g that
the x, all have 1 in the first entry, and only one other nonzero entry (the ith), we
see that kerp - D) is spanned by xj, and thus has dimension 1. This establishesthe
structure of L,,,.
Finally, we consider the case a < 0 and L,,,. Here the proof is similar to that
establishingtheform ofL,,,. With u < 0, it folows that (4.17)implies dl, < dfl and
(since dl, 2 0 holds) u 2 Q, = -d* .(dj? - dfi)-'. Using (4.13) and the fact
I
.
established below (4.13) that 5 = D*, it is ewdent that a, = -a*(l - a*)-'. Since
d, < d$ must hold with the possible exception of one value of j, call it k 2 2, this
implies by (4.18), that pj < 0 forj # k. However, then from 1;8, = 1we must have
pk r 1for one k > 2; in this cased, > d&;thus these solutionscorrespond to m = 1.
This argument shows that any vector in L,., necessarily has the form indicated in
(4.10). For the converse, let us a vector be given. Define dl,, dl,, ..., dk-l,k-l,
d,+l,,+l,. ,d,via (4.18), and notice that dU < d j for allj, savej = k. It is not hard
to check that X - D is nonnegative by considering the kth elementary regression
for X - diag(dll, dl,,
d,-~.~-,,0, dk+l,k+l,...,dm).
To obtain the alternative expression for L,,,, observe using (4.4) and the prop
erties of 8, that

..

...,

I

= a's1

+ (1 - a') C pjsj
j=2

with a' = u + (1- a)a*. When a 6 [km,
0), then a' E [0, a*) holds.
It remains to verify the set intersection properties just after (4.10). Suppose that
L,,, and.L,-I have a nonempty intersection, in order to obtain a contradiction.
Then

for some a E (0, 11,C;4 = 1, C;

Pj = 1. By (4.4),

Since the siare linearly independent, this means that the coefficients of s, on each
side are equal, i.e,

a(1 - a*) = 0.
Since a* Z 1, it follows that a = 0. This is a contradiction.
The intersection property for L,,, and L,-, is trivial.
The intersection property for L,,, and La-, is proved just like that for L,,, and
L,-,. This completes the proof.
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Fig. 1. A 7ypicalcal
solution-set for mv = n - 1: n = 4, m* = 3, static(1eal)case,

In Fig. 1we show a solution set L for n = 4, m* = 3, in the static (real) case. Note
that for the real static case dim, L, is equal to dim, L, for the complex case.
To help the reader understand the figure, let us note that:
(a) The four-cornered convex polytope on the top is L,,,, the corners are n(s,),
s(xj)withj = 2,3, and4,and the base of the polytope (correspondingtoa = 0)
is excluded.
(b) The corners of the base of the L,,, polytope, namely %(xi),j = 2, 3, and 4,
define L,,,,which of course iies in L,.
(c) L, is the plane through the base of this polytope, i.e., through the points n(xj),
j=2,3,and4.
(d) L, consists of the three (doubly inFmite)lines, in the plane L,, passing through
each pair selected from a(xj),j = 2, 3, and 4.
(e) L,,, consists of the three three-dimensional disjoint pieces, all underneath the
L, plane. These three pieces correspond to fl, 2 1,D3 2 1, and ?
/, 2 1 (with
otherwise pJ 5 0). The top boundary of L,,, lies in the plane of L,, and, as
far as (4.10) is concerned, it obtained by setting a = 0 in (4.10k this boundary
is not part of L,,, itself. The bottom boundary of L,,,, which is in L,,,, is
obtained by setting a = a, in (4.10). (The restrictions on the signs of the 4
mean that not all the plane is in L,,,.) Each of the three parts of L,,, is of
infinite extent in an "outward" direction. The "sides" of each of the threeL,,,
p m s are defined by planes. The part of L,,, in the lower right of the figure
has side boundary planes defined by 8, = 0 and fl, = 0. Withim this part of
L,,,, b2 1 1, f13 I0, and fl, ir; 0, and the closure of this part of L,,, interests
L I , , at 4%).
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Remark 4.1. For n = 2, in general D* is not unique (see [ADl]). Also for general
n,if(vi)is violated, D* may not be unique, as can be easily seen from the case au = 0,
for all i j except for (i, j) = (1,Z). On the other hand, for n sfl~cientlylarge in
relation tom*, D* may be unique also form* < n - 1(under additional conditions
which are generically satisfied). For example, for m* = n - 2 and n 2 5 we can
genericallycalculate the corresponding D* Erom the condition that all 3 x 3 minors
,fern

+

. ,

Remark 4.2 As is easy to see, for m* = n - 1, the solution sets L, (in a certain
sense) continuously depend on X.

Let us now review some of the results obtained above with respeot to their use for
identityingthe underlying system. One of themain problems in EVmodel identiGcation is to determine m*. The resuits of Section 3 provide some help in this respect
If the conditions of Thwrem 3.1 hold for every frequency A, then we have m* =
n - 1far the underlying dynamical system. It should be noted, however, that even
ifm* = n - 1holds, the usual estimates of T, due to sampling variation are unlikely
to satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Therefore in a real data situation, a likelihood-ratio or similar test must be used to determine m*. In this respect the structure
of the parameter space correspondingto the null hypothesis as describedinRemark
3.3 is of interest. For given m* then a restricted estimator for X (i.e, an estimator
contained in Zm.)
can be developed.
The results of the previous sections are given for a fured frequency. Of course they
may be interpreted "pointwise" in frequency for a variable frequency situation. In
this sense they relate in particular to nonparametric spectral estimation. There are
, a number of (still open) problems in connection with rational parametrization and
parametric estimation in the EV case which have not been addressed in this paper.
In this section we abandon the assumption of ftxed frequency. For simplicity, we
could think of rational spectra, which are defied pointwise in frequency.
For given X,an underlying system can be determined as follows: First note that
for given 5 the corresponding relation functions are unique up to left multiplication
by nonsingular matrices. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that the rows
of w form a basis for the left kernel of 2. Now select any m linearly independent
columns of w. After a reordering putting the linearly independent columns in the
first positions we write w as (wllw2) where w, is nonsingular. Then w;'(wllwz)
=
(I,w;'w,)
is an equivalent relation function, which gives a partition of into inputs
2, and outputs jt,so that

91= -WI (z1-l.WZ(Z)%

(5.l)

holds. Clearly, in general, the partitioning of the elements of tI into inputs and
outputs will not be unique since the selection of m linearly independent columns
from w is not unique in general.
For most cases the main interest is in the solutions corresponding to m*; this
corresponds to the maximum degree of explanation by'the system versus the
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"outside world" In the case m* = n - 1, where 2 and thus its kernel are uniquely
determined from C, the relation function wrresponding to m* = n - 1is unique up
to left multiplication by nonsingular matrices.
One such relation function is

with xj defied in (4.4). The systems wrresponding to m = n - 1 have one input
and n - 1outputs. Moreover, by (vi) any one entry of 2, may be chosen as an input
(which of course in general will not be causal for the outputs). Once the decision of
which entry of 2, is chosen as the input has been madqfor the case m* = n - 1and
m = n - 1 we thus have a unique system for given X. Let, for instance, the h t
component of f*, f,,, = R, say, denote the "true" input; then using the xj in (4.4),
j=2
n, we have, for the "true" outputs,

...

2.,,,= 9:-

=k

j

-

j = 2 ...m,

(5.3)

where !+(eCiA) = ((-x~))~.As is easily seen for rational C, the transfer functions kj
are also rational.
Note that once a restricted estimate of Z (satisfying the conditions of Theorem
3.1) is available then the results of Section 4 together with the results above allow
us to construct directly the corresponding systems and in particular the (for given
choice of inputs) unique system corresponding to m = m* = m - 1. It is also easily
seen that the constructions are continuous, so that a consistent estimator for Z will
give a consistent estimator for the underlying "true" system.
We want to emphasize again that we have not restricted ourselves to causal
transfer functions kj.It should be noted that in general the system corresponding
to m = m* will not be unique (see, ag., [PA2], where m* = 1is considered).
A ditrerent, but mathematically equivalent, formulation to theEV model (1.1)(1.3) is given by the factor model, where 2 is represented as

and (2J is represented as

The matrix l(z) is called the factor loading matrix and (f,)is the factor process which
here is assumed to be white noise with EAf: = 2nl. From a formal point of view
the only difference to the EV model is that the restrictions on (&)are expressed by
the range of a matrix, namely l(z), rather than by the kernel of a matrix, namely
.w(z). However, the interpretation is different since in the factor model the main
interest is in the dynamic system represented by the factor loading matrix l(z) and
its unobsemed inputs, the factors f;.
Clearly, m =. n - 1 corresponds to the single-factor case, where f; is one
dimensional.
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